2012-2013 PIAA District III Class AA Boys Team Tennis
Quarterfinal match results

# 1 Lancaster Country Day 3, #8 James Buchanan 0

#1 Singles: Blaise Casselbury LCD def. Grant Strawoet 6-1, 6-0
#2 Singles: Spencer Rhoads LCD vs Garrett Malanka 6-2, 3-1 DNF
#3 Singles: Wes Davis LCD def. Andrew Rupert 6-0, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Sebastian Pena/Peter McKeman LCD def. Aubrey Brown/Chance Wishard 6-1, 6-0
#2 Doubles: Karl Anderson/Derion Haas LCD vs Blake Hissssong/Matt Schofield 6-2, 5-0 DNF

# 4 ELCO 3, #5 Donegal 0

#1 Singles: Adam Bahney E vs Eric Ebersol 6-4, 4-4 DNF
#2 Singles: Galen McNaughton E def. Andrew Hollinger 6-3, 6-2
#3 Singles: Tyler Arnold E vs Josh Brubaker 6-4, 4-5 DNF
#1 Doubles: Noah Ginder/Kurtis Brown E def. Colby Hoover/Matt Crager 6-3, 6-3
#2 Doubles: Austin Davis/Josh Pfautz E def. Noah Zem/David King 6-3, 7-6(5)

# 3 Camp Hill 3, #6 Fleetwood 0

#1 Singles: Christian Boyer F vs Paxton Fitzpatrick 6-2, 4-6 DNF
#2 Singles: Patrick Yang CH def. Cristan Melendez 6-1, 6-2
#3 Singles: Tom Paganelli F vs Troy Getty 6-4, 0-2 DNF
#1 Doubles: Matt Leach/Adam Malarich CH def. Eric Wily/Josh Earnest 7-5, 6-2
#2 Doubles: Brett Behney/Jordan Nolte CH def. Bill Havrilchak 6-1, 7-5

#2 Wyomissing 4, #7 Kutztown 0

#1 Singles: Ricardo Saad W def. Nick Volk 6-0, 6-0
#2 Singles: Rodrigo Saad W def. Kirby Sibiski 6-0, 6-1
#3 Singles: Andre Fick W def. Tucker Landis 6-0, 6-0
#1 Doubles: Dan Trifoi/Jack Davis W vs Freddy Short/Luke Wessner 6-1, 2-0 DNF
#2 Doubles: Mike Potteiger/Tommy Heck W def. Skyler Fussner/Llam Baldrige 6-0, 6-0
2012-2013 PIAA District III Class AA Boys Team Tennis
Semifinal match results

#1 Lancaster Country Day 4, #4 ELCO 0

#1 Singles: Blaise Casselbury LCD def. Adam Bahney 6-1, 6-2
#2 Singles: Spencer Rhoads LCD def. Galen McNaughton 6-0, 6-1
#3 Singles: Wes Davis LCD def. Tyler Arnold 6-3, 6-2
#1 Doubles: Sebastian Pena/Peter McKernan LCD vs Noah Ginder/Kurtis Brown 6-4, 5-4 DNF
#2 Doubles: Karl Anderson/Derian Haas LCD def. Austen Davis/Josh Pfautz 6-2, 6-2

#2 Wyomissing 3, #3 Camp Hill 0

#1 Singles: Ricardo Saad W def. Paxton Fitzpatrick 6-0, 6-0
#2 Singles: Rodrigo Saad W def. Patrick Yang 6-1, 6-0
#3 Singles: Andre Fick W def. Troy Getty 6-1, 6-0
#1 Doubles: Dan Trifoi/ Jack Davis W vs Matt Leach/ Adam Malarich 6-0, 4-1 DNF
#2 Doubles: Mike Pottieger/ Tommy Heck W vs Brett Behney/ Jordan Nolte 6-3, 3-2 DNF

Third-place match results
#4 ELCO 3, #3 Camp Hill 0

#1 Singles: Adam Bahney E def. Paxton Fitzpatrick 6-2, 6-1
#2 Singles: Galen McNaughton E vs Patrick Yang 5-7, 5-3
#3 Singles: Tyler Arnold E def. Troy Getty 6-2, 6-1 DNF
#1 Doubles: Noah Ginder/ Kurtis Brown E def. Matt Leach/ Adam Malarich 4-6, 6-1, 6-0
#2 Doubles: Austen Davis/ Josh Pfautz E vs Brett Behney/ Jordan Nolte 1-6, 7-5, 1-1 DNF

Championship match results
#2 Wyomissing 4, #1 Lancaster Country Day 1

#1 Singles: Ricardo Saad W def. Blaise Casselbury 7-6 (6), 7-5
#2 Singles: Spencer Rhoads LCD def. Rodrigo Saad 6-3, 7-6 (5)
#3 Singles: Andre Fick W def. Wes Davis 6-1, 6-3
#1 Doubles: Dan Trifoi/ Jack Davis W def. Sebastian Pena/ Peter McKernan 7-6 (2), 4-6, 6-3
#2 Doubles: Mike Pottieger/ Tommy Heck W def. Karl Anderson/ Derion Haas 6-2, 6-1